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Elburn Cooperative: Joining Forces
to Accomplish One Goal
John Husk, General Manager johnh@elburncoop.com
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Elburn Cooperative: Your Winning
Team
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Welcome to All Newark Grain Employees
Elburn Cooperative Company is happy to welcome the employees of Newark Farmer’s Grain and Midland Crossing.
We are confident that their experience and dedication to our customers will be a significant asset to the organization.

Newark Farmer’s Grain Employees
Jerry Whalen started working at the
elevator in 1984. His first responsibility
was fuel sales and deliveries. His next
move within the company was grain
merchandising, handling and accounting. From here he became the general
manager. Jerry most recently handled
the accounting aspect of the fuel
department, which consists of ordering
and pricing inventory. He also assists the grain department when needed.
Annette Marshall joined the team in
1992. She handled all of the grain
accounting responsibilities for the elevator.
She has currently been in charge of all
inventory and accounts payable for both
the elevator and Midland Crossing
Mercantile. She also takes care of the
reconciliation procedures for the monthly
financials.
Jeremy Whiteaker came to Newark
Farmers Grain in 2001. He is the feed
department operations manager. He
handles all of the mixing, delivering
and accounts receivable invoicing of
bagged and bulk feed. He also orders
feed inventory for both the elevator
and Midland Crossing Mercantile.
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Clint Vaughan started his employment
in 2003. He handles the Agroguide
inputs of sales orders, prepays and
invoices. He reports fertilizer tonnage,
tax data and Agrimine Data monthly.
He also handles the inventory and
accounts receivable end of Seedlink
LLC for the Newark Farmers Grain
portion of that business. Clint
also oversees the small seed department which consists of ordering
inventory and the mixing and handling of that inventory. When times
are needed, he will also assist with any outside operations.
Jeff Findlay is the fertilizer and seed sales
representative. He started his employment with Newark Farmers Grain in
2003. Jeff is also the application dispatcher and in charge of blending
chemicals and fertilizer orders.
Sometimes when seasons get interesting, you can also find Jeff spending his
time as our spare truck driver.
Mike Mathesius started with Newark
Farmers Grain in 2001 and is one of the
operators. He primarily operates a
Terragator 8103 and a Rogator 1074 SS.
He is also the maintenance technician,
performing basic maintenance on all of
the equipment and facilities. Mike is
known as our “jack-of-all-trades” man
for the job.

Nate Hermann is also an operator. He
started working for the elevator in
2006. He operates a Terragator 1803
and a Rogator 854. Nate is also known
as one of the spare truck drivers.

Bill Whalen started his employment
with us in 1982. He transports the
different commodities that we handle
within our operations.

Rex Harderson has been part of the
team since 1999. He transports the
many inventory commodities that
Newark Farmers Grain handles within
the different seasons of operations.

Andy Kuntz handles fuel sales and
delivery. He manages the bulk fuel
plant, oil inventory, and fuel tank
equipment inventory and provides
basic maintenance on fuel tanks and
pumps. He started working for the elevator in 2001.

Jim Whalen joined the team in 2006.
He transports any and all of the many
inventory commodities that Newark
Farmers Grain handles within the
different seasons of operations.

Sheila Marie Urton is the office
secretary. She just recently started her
employment in 2007. She answers the
phones, runs the front desk, handles
daily bank deposits, takes care of the
daily mail, cleans the office and inputs
accounts receivable payments.

The Midland Crossing Crew
Charles Reuland is the store manager
and just recently joined the team in
2007. He fills in when needed for the
store’s many responsibilities to achieve
a smooth operation.

Amy Johnson is a recently added
employee this year, and helps with the
feed and horse departments at
the store. Her wealth of knowledge
for feed nutrition is a key asset for
customer support.

Tara Weeks joined Midland Crossing in
2006. She is our feed and horse
consultant. She travels abroad making
sales and deliveries and keeps constant
communication between the store and
customers. Her animal nutrition
background is irreplaceable when it
comes to customers’ needs.

Gina Mathre started with Midland
Crossing earlier this year. She is also one
of the store’s cashiers, and her expertise
is inventory merchandising. Her
familiarity of the community brings a
friendly welcoming face to the store’s
front door.

Chris Jecka started his employment here
in 2006. He helps in every aspect of the
store, from mopping floors and loading
feed, to customer relations and cashier.
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Improvements Prepare Steward for Increased Yields
Mike Harmon, Steward Manager mikeh@elburncoop.com

Wow, what a year we’ve had in Steward.
The plans for this fall started back in
December 2006. When we looked at
last fall and the volumes that we handled
at the elevator, we decided we would
need more storage and the dryer would
need to be replaced to keep up with the
farmers and the ever-increasing size of
Mike Harmon
the fall harvest. So, in February the plans
were made and the equipment was ordered.
Our new dryer and bin

Half Million Bushels of Space Added
This fall we have an additional 500,000 bushels of bin space. On July 2
the concrete crew showed up and construction got under way. The
foundation was completed on the July 31. On August 13 the crew got
going on the air tunnels and finished that up in a couple of days. The bin
erection crew arrived on Aug. 20 and in only 11 days the bin was
finished. As a matter of fact, those of you who made it to our
appreciation dinner Aug. 30 saw the last wall sheets put up. Then we
were busy getting the load conveyers in, the electrical finished, the fans
on and all the last minute details of the bin completed.

will help manage this
year’s anticipated harvest.

New Dryer a Giant to Behold
The second big project for the summer was the new grain dryer. With
the ever-increasing yields and some new customers, the old Shanzer dryer
was just not keeping up, so the decision was made to put in a new dryer.
Due to the new volumes, we installed a much bigger dryer, more than
doubling the old output. The new dryer is capable of drying 7,000
bushels per hour with five points of moisture removal.
When we ordered the dryer we knew it was going to be big, but until we
saw 125 feet of dryer standing there it didn’t really sink in. Once again
those of you who were here for the appreciation dinner saw the dryer to
the full height and even got a peek at the fans before they were pushed
up into place. On Sept. 1 the dryer crew finished the construction.
Then we completed the wiring, and the millwrights did the fill and
unloading system.

Blacktop Ring Gets an Overhaul
As we made our way through the year, the crops had gotten in with
relatively few delays, and after nearly ideal conditions through most of
the summer, some early yield check started coming back. When we saw
the prospective yields, we realized we needed to redo the old blacktop
ring. With this new system, the pile will hold an amazing 2 million
bushels. The tower in the center of the ring will have four high-speed fans
that will keep the tarp pulled down on the corn pile. This will be filled
by a new conveyer that will come off the top of the new bin. The ring
will also have six foot side walls.
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Blacktopping is another project for 2007. The ring will be patched and
then resurfaced, and we will be paving the driveways and around the
dump pits and new dryer.
Once again the familiar faces this fall will be Nick Hankes and Joe
Dorneden out on the grain dumps. Chris Spurlock will be in the office
again this year. Ashley Randall is new to Elburn Cooperative this year.
She will be in the scale weighing trucks and answering phones.

Meredith Road Ready for a Big Harvest
Cory Davidson, Meredith Road Manager cory.davidson@elburncoop.com

Rain seemed to be the subject of choice during the summer months.
The weather experts said that it was a record rainfall for the month of
August. Did all that rain increase yield
or decrease it due to disease? Does
Elburn Cooperative have enough
storage? These were some of the
questions I have been asked recently.
Let me see if I have some answers.
I would have to say August was a
pretty wet month. The six-year average
Cory Davidson
for rain in August is 3.36 inches and
this August we had 8.5 inches. So the real question is, did it make the
corn or break the corn? The USDA has their yield estimate at 13.3
billion bushels.
So that leads me into the next question, do we have enough storage?
The answer is yes. We have just finished installing an additional
300,000 bushels of outside storage here, which means Meredith Road
now has a corn storage capacity of 4.3 million bushels and a bean
capacity of 1.2 million. And with the expansion of Steward and the
addition of Morris, we should be sitting pretty well.

Meredith Road now has a corn storage
capacity of 4.3 million bushels and a
bean capacity of 1.2 million.
What Else Is New?
Some of the new things you’re going to see at Meredith Road this fall
are new and expanded parking area for the trucks to park. This will help
with the traffic jam in the parking lot. We have also just acquired a
brand new VRT dry floater, which will be operated by Andy Stover, and
a new employee named Matt Nelson. He will be helping us out with
grain and agronomy duties here at Meredith Road. Matt lives in the
Newark area and recently graduated from Newark High School. He
grew up in farming and has worked for farmers part time.
Receiving grain this year will be pretty much the same as in the past.
As you enter the scale, we will have a CB in the office that will be on
channel 35. You can use this to give your information to Chuck and
Karen, which will, in turn, get you through in a timely fashion.
I wish all a safe and profitable fall harvest.

Hauling Your Grain with New Trucks, Drivers
Mike Etienne, Trucking Logistics Manager mike.etienne@elburncoop.com

After a busy and eventful summer, we
are enjoying what promises to be an
even more eventful fall. Strong
markets and plentiful rain this summer
set the stage for a corn harvest bigger
than any previously seen in our area.
Elburn Cooperative has been well
prepared to fulfill the needs of our
Mike Etienne
customers this fall. In addition to the
increased storage capacity at Meredith Road and Steward, we
also added capacity to our trucking abilities. We have added three
semitrailer trucks and three new drivers to compliment our
relationships with local truckers and trucking companies.
We would like to introduce Carl Burnett, Terry Moore and Bob Ziak
who have come aboard as drivers to strengthen our grain and fertilizer
hauling abilities. They look forward to meeting your needs this fall and
throughout the year.

All locations can now call
815-899-HAUL (4285) for
all your trucking needs.
We have also taken steps to strengthen our communications with
customers for truck dispatching. All locations can now call one
number for all truck dispatching needs.
The new number is (815) 899-HAUL (4285) or toll free
(866) 676-HAUL (4285). Mike Etienne can also be reached by cell
phone at (630) 327-2305 or Nextel Direct Connect 111*4757*65.
We look forward to hearing from you this fall and stand ready to serve
your grain hauling needs.
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The Grain Page
Flexibility…

Soybean Storage and Marketing

Phil Farrell, Assistant Manager philf@elburncoop.com

scott.meyer@elburncoop.com

Harvest is upon us! As we finish
preparations for harvest it has already
begun. Early yield indications seem to be
good with many producers seeing corn
yields close to if not over the 200 bushel
per acre level. The early results have
helped to validate the increased national
yields as forecast by the September
Phil Farrell
USDA Supply and Demand report with
talk of another increase in October. The news at the CBOT is friendly
as well as corn futures prices have gained $.30 since the report to the
highest level since June. The bean market has been impressive as well as
it has gained $.60 since the report with futures posting highs for the year
with May contracts now trading over $10.00.

As Elburn Cooperative Company continues to grow and expand with
added services and locations, so do the opportunities to market grain.

Early yield indications have many
producers seeing corn yields close to—
or over—200 bushels per acre.
The market volatility has certainly led to many conversations with
producers as they begin to decide on the crop for next year. More and
more these conversations focus on flexibility. How can I make a plan for
next year when I don’t want to make the final decision on what to plant
on certain acres until February?
These are important issues for producers and our company alike; it also
makes me think about what the word “flexibility” means to our business.
Our main goal in providing service to the producer is to give you options
available for your cash grain that will help you maximize your revenue.
Offering the producer many different grain delivery alternatives is one
way that we try to give you the flexibility that you need to take
advantage of the market that is giving you the best return.
We will continue to provide you with the grain delivery services that you
are looking for. In other articles in the newsletter we are discussing other
services the company offers. There are a lot of decisions to be made as we
prepare for not only this harvest but also next planting season. We hope
that the various marketing alternatives that we offer will help you take
advantage of these opportunities but maintain the flexibility you need to
be able to react to changing market dynamics.
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Scott Meyer, Grain Merchandising—Sycamore

Picking the high bid on the Chicago Board of Trade is hard, if not
impossible, to do, but getting the most out of each sale at a particular
time of grain movement is what we specialize in.

The higher cash prices in the future
delivery months is the market’s way
of making sure that supplies are held
onto throughout the year instead of
everything being sold at harvest.
Take, for instance, the soybean market. The CBOT has exploded
higher over the past month due mainly to the future supply-anddemand tables showing soybean carryout declining from 500+ million
bushels on Aug. 1, 2007 to 215 million bushels projected for Aug. 1,
2008. This substantial decline of over 60 percent can be attributed to
a slightly higher demand and 11 million less soybean acres this year.
With merchandising we look at the local demand for soybeans and see,
as everyone does, a wide or weak basis for nearby delivery. If you look
at January-March 2008 bids, you see that they are substantially
higher than the cash bid due, in part, to a combination of carry on the
CBOT and stronger or a narrower basis. The higher cash prices in the
future delivery months is a function of the market making sure
that adequate supplies are held onto throughout the year instead of
everything being sold at harvest.
In this environment, it pays to store soybeans into the first of next
year, whether they are on the farm or in the elevator, for sales in
January-March.
Please don’t hesitate to call any of the Elburn Cooperative
merchandisers to discuss your particular grain situation and how
best you can utilize the current market.

Alternative Marketing Strategies
Chris Spurlock, Grain Merchandising—Steward
chris.spurlock@elburncoop.com

2007: A Year of Growth
for Elburn Cooperative
Now that fall is here we can look back at the busy spring and summer
we had at Elburn Cooperative.

As we begin to harvest the largest corn crop on record this year, one
of the main concerns on most producers’ minds is what price to sell
grain at. While making this decision may seem like a daunting task,
the world of alternative marketing solutions continues to advance
about as fast as crop genetics, helping producers to
diversify marketing objectives and take some of the stress away from
having to constantly pick apart the market.
This year Elburn Cooperative is pleased to announced that we
are able to offer e-Markets™ DRC marketing solutions. The DRC
marketing solutions are composed of five different pricing models
which aids producers in achieving their objective in various market
conditions.
The five models provide a variety of strategic pricing approaches
that range from conservative to aggressive. When used in a
portfolio approach, two or more of the tools can be combined to
deliver a pricing strategy to fit a producer’s style of doing business.
The five DRC models and their descriptions are:
1. Market Index Forward ® model Prices equal amounts of grain

each trading day of the pricing period.
2. Seasonal Index Forward ® model Takes advantage of

seasonal price patterns by pricing more bushels during periods of
historically higher prices.
3. Trend Tack ® model Follows the market trend and prices grain

when the closing price is above the trend.
4. Trend Trail ® model Rides a price rally and automatically prices

at the first downturn.
5. Market Prospector ® model

Prices a portion of grain after

This year started out with a search for the new office space as O2 had
terminated our lease agreement with them. We identified the building in
Sycamore and then went ahead with the process of organizing, conversion and packing for the physical move. NB & T finally got into their
new facility, and we undertook the conversion of the building in the
month of May. June saw the move from Maple Park to Sycamore, and it
went surprisingly smooth. In that same time period Elburn Cooperative
acquired the Sandwich Grain & Feed operations.

F I N A N C I A L

C O R N E R
Dale Dykstra, CPA, Controller dale@elburncoop.com

Increased Revenues Bring Dividends, Patronage Payouts
The financial report at the annual meeting stated total company
revenues were just over $99 million for the year ending June 30, 2007.
Grain volume increased nearly 9 million bushels (86 percent), while
agronomy sales rose $4.2 million (25 percent) on a 45 percent volume
increase for fertilizers. We reported net income of $925,183, up $257,250
(33 percent) from the prior year.
Elburn Cooperative paid an 8 percent dividend to the preferred stockholders. We also distributed a patronage payout to the membership on
these earnings: 1 cent on corn bushels purchased, 1.5 cents on soybean
bushels purchased and 5 percent of storage and drying charges
assessed to the patrons during the year. A patronage for dry and liquid
fertilizer sales was paid at $1 per ton billed. The total cash patronage
issued was $145,494.
Stock and allocated equity redemptions for all estate and eligible
retirements from farming totaled $120,861 during the year. The board
approved the retirement of the 1980 allocated equities issued via
patronage of $65,246.
Total cash out to customers totaled $338,353 for the year.

significant price rallies
Capital Expenditures in 2007

With the market most likely to buy acres for next year’s crop
early next year, the Trend Track® and Trend Trail® models help a
producer to ride the market higher while pricing out a portion of
grain at predetermined levels. Please give us a call to learn more
about the all the ways that the DRC pricing models can help you
achieve your marketing objectives.

continued on back page

Capital expenditures last year totaled $4.25 million for applicators, toolbars, trucks, the completion of last year’s Steward bin project, down
payments on this year’s Steward bin & dryer, the Morris river facility,
and the new corporate office in Sycamore. This required additional
long-term debt for the company, but it maintains a strong financial base
for future growth, development and expansion.
We are undertaking additional expansion at Steward. We already have
a replacement dryer in place and added an additional half million
bushel bin this summer. We are also renovating the outside ring and
installing a conveyor system to fill this 2 million bushel corn pile for the
large corn harvest.
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Morris River Terminal Keeps Mother Nature at Bay
Summer has passed and the fall season is upon us.
We were busy most of the summer sprucing up the elevator. We did a
lot of painting, some small construction projects, spraying weeds and
general maintenance. We also cleaned our dryer and prepared it for the
fall rush. Our large storage tank was painted this summer and looks
much better.

Rains Force a Change in Plans
We were in the process of raising our barge spout on Aug. 23, but
Mother Nature had other plans. With the heavy rains that started on
Aug. 23 and continued until Aug. 25, we were faced with flooding at
the river terminal. We were successful in keeping the water out of the
elevator but had several “muddy spots” to clean up.
I would like to thank all of our employees here for their hard work and
long hours that it took to hold the river back. Thank you also to Matt
Monsess, Tommy Cowherd and Rich Ginnetti for their help. We
proceeded with the barge spout project on Sept. 19.
We at Morris River Terminal hope that everyone has a great fall harvest
and, more importantly, a safe one.
Thanks also to Deb Beshoar for “holding down” the tent at the AG in
the Classroom Golf Outing. It was a great turn out for such a rainy and
lightening-filled afternoon.

Even Better Service with New Staff, Equipment at Newark
Rod Aulis, Newark Manager roda@elburncoop.com

Fall is upon us, and this year’s phenomenal moisture should provide an
abundant crop. We are busy preparing
to accommodate your fall needs. I
would like to thank the many
customers, new and old, for their
support this past year.
We are pleased to welcome Ken Funk
and Dave Nichols to the Newark staff.
They have been with us since the start of last spring.

Yetter Residue Managers for Your Soil
As we look to continually improve the services we provide, we have
added Yetter residue managers to our 16-row strip-till bar. We feel that
the addition of the row cleaners will provide a consistent uniform seed
bed. Additionally, they will allow the soil to dry and warm more
quickly in the spring. With this addition we have the ability to match
any planter size from 6 to 24 rows and produce a quality strip in which
to plant in the spring.

Rod Aulis

Ken has worked in the Agriculture retail business locally for over twenty
years. Ken’s role at Newark is both in sales and professional custom
application. We are glad to welcome Ken. His addition will enable us
to continue to provide quality custom application and customer service.

Fall has just started but we have been hard at work evaluating chemical,
seed, and fertility programs for the next growing season. With the price
of land, equipment and inputs continuing to rise, we will be offering
some unique ideas to help manage your herbicide and seed investments
in 2008. The staff at Newark would be glad to help you plan your needs.
AG RO N O M Y S A L E S AT N E WA R K

Dave has experience in both Agriculture retail and farming operations.
Dave is a professional custom applicator and works in plant operations
at Newark. Dave already has become an important part of the staff at
Newark, sharing a big part of the custom application this past spring
and summer.
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Joel Anderson

Ken Funk

Rod Aulis

Scott Lagger

Tommy Cowherd

Sycamore Puts New John Deere Strip-Till Bar to Work
Dave Kleckner, Sycamore Manager davek@elburncoop.com

Dave Kleckner

The fall of 2007 is proving to be very
interesting! After the weather we
experienced this past summer, it will
take a lot to surprise us. The crops look
good with the exception of a few
drowned-out areas. Sycamore is in
great shape this fall and we’re ready for
all your application needs.

New for fall is our John Deere 2510s Strip-Till bar. It is a 12-row bar
with the ability to go through the high residue of corn on corn. The
front coulters are on 15-inch centers to slice through the residue, then
a notched-disk row cleaner follows to move the residue from the strip.
Behind the row cleaner is the ammonia knife with a rippled disk sealer,
followed by a unique berm builder. The bar is being pulled by a John
Deere four-wheel drive with auto steer. We are going to run the SF 2
signal for the auto steer. This signal will give us around three inch accuracy.
We are very excited to be receiving this bar and try out its capabilities.

Meet Our Newest Team Members

Sycamore agronomy has had some new faces appear—or reappear, as
the case may be. First, I would like to welcome back Allen Roush. Allen
has been in the retail agronomy industry for 44 years. He has managed
facilities for a number of years but has always liked the application
side of the industry the most. This fall he will be operating our John
Deere 4920 with the dual product dry spreader box. His many years of
experience will be greatly appreciated in the field.
In February J.W. Ashton joined our team. He is a graduate of Joliet
Junior College. J.W. comes from a farm family south of Newark, IL.
There he helped his father on their grain farm. He has great farm
experience and has proven to be a great asset to our location in the short
time he has been with us.
Just as a reminder, please be safe, and have a great fall!

Elburn Lawn Care is Growing
Bob Wicklund, Lawn Care Manager bob.wicklund@elburncoop.com
In the 2006/2007 fiscal year we became
a viable source of lawn care service for
the Kane and Dekalb counties. Our services include lawn treatment with pH balancing, core aeration, slit seeding, weed
and grub control, and vegetation kill as
needed.
In the early months of 2007, we established an improved business model by
implementing the following:
• Focusing on retaining current
customers
via
personalized
letter introductions, face-to-face
interaction or phone conversation.
• Developing increased business with
the current customer base by providing
awareness of the full extent of the
services Elburn Lawn Care provides,
as well as other services available
at Elburn Cooperative Company.
• Creating a base of trustworthy
vendors who supply not only quality
products but a high level of service
with interest in our mission.

We will create increased growth to
Elburn Lawn Care this new fiscal year
by introducing and expanding on the
following:
• Introduction of a lawn seeding
segment of our business. We will
provide a lawn seeding service to
both residential and commercial
properties using high quality seed and
fertilizer, backed by a guarantee.
• We will provide a lawn/pasture
consulting service to our community.
This service will be headed up by
Lawn Care Manager Levi Brundige
(Horticulture Degree, Kishwaukee
College) who will aid in diagnosing
turf and pasture problems and provide
solutions.
• Expand our horse pasture treatment
and services.

Blackberry Station
Strives to be the Best
Blackberry Station supplies high quality horse, cattle
and farm animal feeds as well as dog and cat food,
using top brand companies like Purina, Kent and
Buckeye.
Our bird seed customers see a wide variety of seed
such as Gourmet, Premium, Quality and Wild Delight.
Bird houses, suet and accessories are also available.
Our top grass seed supplier, Earth Carpet, is one of
the nation’s top quality seed suppliers. They provide
us with a wide variety of standard and custom-blend
grass seeds and fertilizers, backed with a guarantee.
Introducing Our New Store Manager
Blackberry Station has a new store manager, Christy
Reckinger. Christy is a lifelong Elburn area resident
and a Kaneland High School graduate. She was
raised on a local farm and spent the last seven years
working in the banking industry. She has excellent
organization and communication skills and enjoys
working with the community.
We are aggressively working at becoming the very
best feed and seed store in the area and to provide
our customers with quality products and fair prices.
Our advertising program reaches north to
Woodstock, West to Rochelle, South Morris and to
the eastern valley.
We work diligently with our suppliers to stay
informed of new and improved products and how we
can best serve our community.
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Agronomy Team Ready for Challenges Ahead
Norm Larson, Sales and Marketing Manager norm.larson@elburncoop.com

We are into some really exciting times
for agriculture. The dollars being spent
on research and development by the
largest seed companies over the next six
years is staggering.
To give an example, Pioneer is spending
over 17 percent of their total sales per
year on development of new traits and
Norm Larson
new genetics. The industry usually
spends around 3 percent. By 2030 corn yields will be approaching an
nationwide average of 300 bushels per acre. They are already forecasting
155 bushels per acre for this year alone.

“Interdependence is a higher
value than independence.”
STEPHEN R. COVEY

The demand for corn continues to rise. By the end of 2008 over
230 ethanol plants will be in operation nationwide producing over 12
billion gallons of ethanol and requiring over 4.8 billion bushels to
satisfy that demand. This is almost 40 percent of the total 13.2 billions
bushels forecasted for 2007 production.
We saw $4.25/bushel on the December option traded twice this last
February and July. Yield estimates are coming in this fall at all-time
highs, even with all the flooding in August.
Inputs are also at all-time highs this fall. The market for inputs is demanddriven, even without too many hurricanes affecting the supply chain.

Illinois Provides Diverse Markets
We have more markets for corn, soybeans and wheat in northern Illinois
than in any other part of the nation. These markets include the explosive growth in the container market, the shuttle loaders, our river loading, the local ethanol plants and local processors. This does not mention
the biodiesel movement yet to come.
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We now are experiencing demand for inputs like nitrogen, phosphorus
and potash worldwide, especially in Brazil, China and India. Our
nitrogen sources are being sourced from offshore like never before. This
means products like ammonia may be traded off for Urea. Large
fertilizer plants are being built at the river ports, which will unload these
fertilizers to bring inland. A product like Urea is easier to transport over
the oceans than ammonia. All of this means a continual look at different formulations for the same fertilizers we need to feed our crops.
From an Agronomic standpoint, higher yields usually mean more
variance across the field. This means a big need for variable rate
technology (VRT) to supply the best parts of the fields with the fertility they need to satisfy the fertility hauled away in the kernels of corn.
The cost of equipment continues to rise, increasing the expectations for
us to cover acres in a quality fashion and raising the yield requirements
for you as a grower.

Working Together Makes a Bright Future
All of this can be staggering for some. Interdependence is becoming
more of a “way of life” on the farm rather than the independence of the
past. Working alongside your supplier, your applicator, your crop scout,
your grain buyer and your banker are more important than ever. The
investment in growing a crop is just too great. Tapping into a group of
experts who know their areas and relying on their expertise to help you
grow a great crop is the interdependence we speak of. Working
together with a business team of experts is key. Putting the fertilizers in
the right space, tilling the soil properly, planting properly, weeding and
protecting the crop have become more important than ever.
We employ a diverse group of individuals who are experts in different
areas. Just the agronomy team alone has expertise in chemistry, fertility,
seed, tillage equipment, planting equipment, yield monitoring, insects
and diseases. Designing a customized plan for your soils, your operation and your degree of “risk taking” or “risk sharing” is what we do.
By remaining independent we lose to a world changing too fast and
becoming too much to handle; interdependence means together we
can tackle any challenge.

Elburn Cooperative:
Your Winning Team

growing our future
over 86 years of progress

Karl Gust, Key Accounts Manager karl.gust@elburncoop.com

growing ideas into opportunities

Elburn Cooperative works hard to create a team that provides all your
agricultural inputs and grain marketing needs.
As a matter of fact, our structure is very similar to that of a championship football team. Super Bowl teams start with great leaders that
devise strategies. They then adapt these strategies to accomplish the
overall goal of winning games by encouraging each player to do his job
to the very best of his ability. The quarterback’s role is very different
from the defensive end’s job, but they share a common team name and
the same goal—to win every game and, ultimately, the Super Bowl.

yielding results
building on solid ground
inspired by our customers
seeing beyond today

customized solutions

One Goal: To Meet Your Crops’ Needs
Elburn Cooperative offers you the power of one company and professional field marketers that sit down with you individually. Based on the
factors unique to your fields, we strive to assist you in developing your
crop input needs.
Elburn Cooperative’s field marketers are backed up with specialists like
Jeff Kiefer, yield mapping; Joe Rich and Joel Anderson, seed technology; Karl Gust, Chemistry; Ron Alms, senior agronomist; Rod Aulis and
Norm Larson, equipment; and Phil Farrell, Scott Meyer, Chuck
Peterson and Chris Spurlock, grain marketing. And our wining team is
made up of the best custom applicators in the business. They have an
average of over 18 years of experience and are backed with the latest
technology and modern application equipment. One of our “special
teams players” is Chuck Assell, who has over 30 years of experience in
chemical and fertilizer and micro nutrients mixing.
Our goal is to have one main point of contact to handle all of your
needs so you have one “go-to” person, and that individual, in turn, has
experts available behind the scenes to assist in winning you the best
yields and best grain prices possible.

One-Stop Shop
With the advent of the special traits in the seed industry, it makes sense
for one company to supply you with all of your needs, as the seed and
chemicals and fertility are all tied together. For instance, weed resistance
to certain herbicides is an area where we can offer recommendations to
help you avoid this on your farm. The G.A.T. (Glyphosate and ALS
Tolerant) traits that will be coming out will be another option to assist
in the resistance battle.
Each of our facilities is operated locally to service your individual needs.
As we grow, we are still operated as a local company in the same way we
have operated for 86 years. Our management team are strong leaders
that deliver a strong balance sheet to ensure we are here long-term to be
your local cooperative.
Our team goal is to be the premier agricultural company serving you locally.
We are blessed to serve you who are the best growers in the world—
literally.

building on

the power of
The “Power of One” defines the strategy that will determine
why Elburn Cooperative Company will continue to be a
successful, independent cooperative in the future.
All of our locations are staffed with dedicated, knowledgeable and hardworking employees, and they are empowered
to do the best job possible for you. Each location is operated
independently by the location manager and each is measured by their performance and contribution to the company.
This is the way Elburn Cooperative has run for over 86 years.
However, each location, though independent, strives for the
same common goal, to help you be more successful.
Likewise, the services we provide—from agronomy to grain
marketing to lawn care—are brought to you by people with
immense knowledge and expertise in their fields. Yet they all
have the same mission: to assist you in growing and selling
the most profitable crops possible.
Individual talents at diverse locations striving for one common
goal, your success—that’s what Elburn Cooperative
Company means by the “Power of One”.

all from ONE COMPANY
AGRONOMY GRAIN MARKETING LAWN CARE
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Central Office Successfully Relocates to Sycamore
E L B U R N C O O P E R AT I V E
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Mark Schramer . . . . . . . . .President
Ed Gorenz . . . . . . . . .Vice President
Tracy Jones . . . . . . . . . . . .Treasurer
Bob Barkei . . . . . . . . . . . .Secretary
Richard Biddle . . . . . . . . . .Director

Our move to the new office in downtown
Sycamore was successfully completed June 1.
Our increased office space and central location
have been much appreciated by all.

continued from page 7

The Producer’s Bottom Line
Jim Gord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Director
Don Rowlett . . . . . . . . . . . . .Director

Chuck Peterson, Grain Merchandising—Sandwich chuck.peterson@elburncoop.com

As the price of the grains has increased over
the past year, so has the cost of production.
We need to keep an ever-so-careful eye on
these costs. In planning for the sales of these
grains, whether it is the remaining 2007 crop
or future crops, one has to know his production costs per bushel.
Just recently I did a cost analysis for two
different producers. Both were farming the
same amount of acres, basing the yield at 170

bushel per acre. One producer’s cost was
$2.85 per bushel, while the other producer’s
cost was $3.23. This is quite a difference in
the bottom line.
If anyone would like for one of your local
Elburn Cooperative merchandisers to do a
cost analysis, please feel free to call. Once a
producer knows this cost, it makes it much
easier to use our merchandising knowledge
and tools.
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